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Dynamics

Dynamics�

1.  Motion in atmosphere and ocean, �
hydrologic cycle
- global circulation of the atmosphere
- frontal systems
- basics of global ocean circulation
- hydrologic cycle, clouds

2. Numerical transport modeling 

General 
circulation of the 

atmosphere
Coriolis force
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General 
circulation of the 

atmosphere

General 
circulation of the 

atmosphere

http://www.ssec.wisc.edu/data/composites.html

Satellite composite image�
19 Oct 09 - 8 Nov 09 IR composite image �

29 Oct 09 - 8 Nov 09

http://www.ssec.wisc.edu/data/composites.html
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Water vapor composite image �
29 Oct 09 - 8 Nov 09

http://www.ssec.wisc.edu/data/composites.html

Cyclogenesis: 
Development of a 

cyclone at the 
northern hemisheric 

polar front

Cyclogenesis: 
Development of a 

cyclone at the 
northern hemisheric 

polar front

OCTA 1994-1996 (EU funded)
(Oxidizing Capacity of the Tropospheric Atmosphere)
UK MetOffice, Research Center Jülich, UEA, NILU, …

O3, NO, NOy and CO
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March 2, 1994 Stepped profile over southwest England 
=> Layered structure near frontal system

O3 Temp.

RH

wet bulb �
pot. temp.

[Bethan et al., 1998 ]

NOy

CO

After [Carlson, T.N., 1980]

The process: Long range transport
via conveyor belts (coherent structures)

Warm Conveyor�
Belt (WCB)

Cold Conveyor 
Belt (CCB)

Cyclogenesis: 
Development of a 

cyclone at the 
northern hemisheric 

polar front

Polar front 
and rosby 

waves
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Vertical cross section of 
fronts

General 
circulation of the 

atmosphere

Weather over EU, October 1995 - January 1996
METEOSAT infrared image 
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Dynamics�

- Atmosphere
- Ocean
- Hydrologic cycle

Ocean facts

- Surface: 360 Mio km2 (70% of the earth’s surface)
- Volume: 1.4 *1021 kg
- Mean depth: 3.8 km

Role im climate system:
- storage & transport of heat
- source of atmospheric water vapor

General 
circulation of the 

atmosphere

Surface currents in the ocean (primarily 
wind driven)
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Surface currents in the ocean (primarily 
wind driven)

Surface currents in the ocean (primarily 
wind driven)

Gulf stream�
(infrared image)

Simulation of the gulf stream�
(2 years, single frame: �

7 day average)

http://www.psc.edu/science/OKeefe/OKeefe-movie.mpg
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Sea ice motion in the Arctic ocean

Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR_E), onboard EOS-Aqua

Schematics thermohaline circulation (simplified)

red lines: Surface currents, Blue: salt content < 34‰
Blue/pink lines: deep sea currents, Green: salt content > 36‰ 

Yellow: down-welling regions

Schematics thermohaline circulation (simplified)

red lines: Surface currents, Blue: salt content < 34‰
Blue/pink lines: deep sea currents, Green: salt content > 36‰ 

Yellow: down-welling regions

Thermohaline Circulation: Salinity
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Hydrologic balance Atlantic

Black: �
Atlantic Ocean 

catchment
�

Shaded: �
Pacific and Indian 
Ocean catchment

W. Broeker, 1997 (Science)

Ozean-Atmosphere coupling

Exchange of �

- Momentum: 
Surface current forcing through atmospheric circulation

- Heat: 
e.g. heat supply to mid latitudes �
(Gulf stream + north Atlantic drift)

- Water vapor: 
Evaporation, precipitation

Comparison atmosphere and ocean 
dynamics

Atmosphere Ocean

“Forcing”
Radiation, condensation of 

water vapor
Surface winds, heat 

exchange, fresh water

Horizontal circulation 
pattern

zonal bands
Antarctic circumpolar 
drift, circulation cells in 

Ozean basins

Vertical circulation 
pattern

Hadley-cell structure
Depp water circulation �

“global conveyor”

Eddies
(mid-latitudes)

1000-2000 km 20-50 km

Dynamics�

- Atmosphere
- Ocean
- Hydrologic cycle
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Hydrologic Cycle

Role of H2O:

•  Life 

•  Green house gas (50% as water vapor, 30% as clouds)

•  Latent heat released during convection drives circulation

•  Influence on albedo (snow, clouds, ice, open water)

Hydrologic Cycle
•  Abundance of H2O:

Hydrologic Cycle Transpiration
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Hydrologic Cycle

•  Globale balance

D. L.Hartmann, Global Physical Climatology

Hydrologic Cycle

Balance equation for water �
(Surface + soil moisture, neglecting dew):

gw     =  P  –  ET  -  Δf�

gw: water stored within the ground and its surface 

P: Precipitation

ET: Evapotranspiration

Δf: Runoff as surface water

Long-term mean (gw small): Δf = P  –  ET

Surface water

•  Storage in form of:

-  Soil moisture

-> field capacity (max. water content)

-  Snow

-> snow melt (reserve for drought periods)

-  Ground water

-  Saisonality -> Vegetation species

Precipitation

•  Cumulonimbus: 

convective instability, �

driven by latent heat

•  Stratus:

Radiative cooling at top, 

circulation

•  Topografically induced
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Hydrologic Cycle Further questions?�
�

Motion in atmosphere and ocean, 
hydrologic cycle �

1.  Motion in atmosphere and ocean, �
hydrologic cycle
- global circulation of the atmosphere
- frontal systems
- basics of global ocean circulation
- hydrologic cycle, clouds


